June 12, 2020
Federal Trade Commission
Office of the Secretary
600 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Suite CC–5610 (Annex B)
Washington, DC 20580
Re: Funeral Rule Regulatory Review, 16 CFR Part 453, Project No. P034410
Truth in Advertising, Inc. (TINA.org) welcomes the opportunity to submit comment on
whether the Federal Trade Commission (“Commission” or “FTC”) should make changes
to its Funeral Industry Practices Rule (“Funeral Rule” or “Rule”).1 As explained below,
TINA.org urges the FTC to update the Funeral Rule to require funeral service providers
who advertise online to post their General Price List, Casket Price List, and Outer Burial
Price List (collectively, “Price List”) on their websites.
BACKGROUND
More than 35 years ago, before the World Wide Web became publicly available, the FTC
enacted the Funeral Rule to protect consumers from unfair and deceptive practices in an
industry that puts consumers at a unique disadvantage: the funeral products and services
industry. Not only are transactions in this industry inherently fraught with emotion and
stress,2 but they are also ones with which consumers tend to have very little experience or
familiarity3 and ones that require making important and costly decisions under tight time
constraints.4
This perfect storm of factors creates one of the greatest disparities of power in any
consumer service industry. As a result, and to protect consumers from price gouging and
haggling in a time of crisis, the FTC made the decision to require funeral service
providers to commit their prices to writing, affirmatively hand the Price List to
consumers at the beginning of discussions, and alert consumers to certain rights through
mandatory disclosures.5
Decades later, in the age of the internet and social media, the stark imbalance of power
between seller and consumer is still present in the funeral industry, but the manner of
shopping and purchasing has drastically changed. In 1994, when the Funeral Rule was
last revised, just under 5 percent of Americans were using the internet.6 By 2019, that
number skyrocketed to more than 90 percent of American adults using the internet.7
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The last update to the Funeral Rule also came six years before the Census Bureau began
tracking e-commerce, which hit $5.3 billion in 2000.8 In 2019, that number was $601.7
billion.9 The proliferation of internet use is not an isolated trend. It also affects consumer
behavior, particularly how they shop. The majority of consumers now conduct research
online prior to buying in stores,10 a practice especially prevalent when the purchase is
relatively expensive.11
The Funeral Rule, last revised 26 years ago, has demonstrated inherent limitations that
have prevented it from fulfilling its original purpose. Those deficiencies can be remedied,
however, by modernizing the rule and requiring funeral service providers to post their
Price List online.12
ONLINE PRICE LIST
Requiring all funeral service providers to post their Price List online would provide a
great benefit to consumers, as well as the FTC, with minimal costs to funeral service
providers.
A. Benefits to Consumers
Not only would the provision of online funeral Price Lists conform to consumers’
shopping behavior, but it would also allow them to meaningfully price-shop before
committing to a purchase. This is particularly important in the funeral services industry,
where individuals dealing with grief and sorrow face intense time-pressure to make
decisions. What would otherwise take days or hours of engaging with strangers in the
marketplace could be accomplished in minutes from the comfort of home.
Moreover, consumers would be apprised of the Rule’s informative disclosures at a much
earlier stage in the process. As it stands now, consumers do not receive all of the
disclosures required on a Price List by phone, and are only informed of their rights and
options when they visit a funeral home in person.
In addition to improving the shopping experience, online Price Lists would improve
market efficiency and create price competition. The easier it is to obtain price information
the more price competition exists. Increased price competition, in turn, decreases
arbitrary price discrepancies13 and lowers prices overall.14
The State of California demonstrates this point clearly. In 2013, California passed a law
requiring funeral homes to either (a) post Price Lists on their websites, or (b) list the
services provided with a “statement that the general price list is available upon request.”15
Unsurprisingly, funeral homes that posted their prices on their websites charged much
more homogenized and lower prices than those that merely indicated that their Price List
was available upon request for substantially the same services.16 By way of example,
those that chose not to display their prices charged, on average, 31 percent more for
direct cremations ($1,695 versus $1,295) and 37 percent more for an immediate burial
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without a casket ($2,595 versus $1,900) than those funeral homes that posted their Price
List online.17
These data highlight the direct impact that online Price Lists can have on pricing and
overall consumer fairness.
B. Benefits to the FTC
In the years since the Funeral Rule was passed, its benefits have become marginalized
and compliance with the Rule has been consistently low. As it stands, the FTC
enforcement efforts are limited to the burdensome process of conducting on-site visits to
funeral homes. From 2000 to 2020 these compliance “sweeps” found an average of
approximately 21 percent of the reviewed funeral homes to be non-compliant with the
Rule.18 Despite the regularity of the sweeps, compliance has not increased. Funeral
homes know that they are unlikely to come under review in any given year.19 In each
sweep, the FTC has been able to review less than one percent of the more than 19,000
funeral homes in the country.20 Indeed, the most funeral homes reviewed in any sweep
was 175 in 2009.
Online Price Lists would drastically improve these statistics. Rather than expending the
time and resources to conduct in-person sweeps on a slim minority of funeral homes, the
FTC could more easily review the websites of the funeral homes. With considerably less
effort, the FTC could conduct wider-ranging, virtual sweeps of every funeral home across
the country. Moreover, requiring online Price Lists improves the Rule’s deterrent effect.
More funeral homes would come into compliance in the face of the substantial likelihood
that a failure to post Price Lists online would be noticed by the FTC. Again, California
confirms this result. In 2019, an FCA and CFA survey found that only 3% of funeral
homes appeared to be in violation of the state’s online posting requirements.21
C. Minimal Burden on Funeral Service Providers
These benefits can be achieved with minimal effort from funeral service providers. The
Funeral Rule already requires that funeral homes have and maintain Price Lists. The
funeral homes would simply have to move the Price List onto their website. To save key
strokes, funeral homes could simply scan their existing Price List and post the image to
their webpage. The high compliance rate in California demonstrates that this can easily
be done.
ADDITIONAL MODIFICATIONS OF THE FUNERAL RULE
In addition to requiring funeral service providers to post their Price List online, the FTC
can further enhance the effects of the Rule by:
Requiring funeral homes to disclose the true cost of cremation. Under the current rule,
Funeral Homes may treat crematory fees paid to third parties as “cash advance” items
akin to the outside costs of obtaining flowers or catering for the funeral service. Because
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these are outside fees, the Rule does not require Funeral Homes to disclose such fees in
their Price List. Approximately one-fifth of funeral homes do not.22 Not disclosing these
fees, typically ranging between $250 and $600,23 can be deceiving to a reasonable
consumer, who would expect the crematory fees to be included within the cost of
cremation. The FTC should proscribe this practice. Funeral homes that use the same
third-party for cremation should be required to disclose that rate and funeral homes who
use a variety of third parties should be required to disclose a price range.
Clarifying the embalming disclosure. The embalming disclosure is designed to alert
consumers that they usually have the right to decline embalming services. That disclosure
begins with the sentence: “Except in certain special cases, embalming is not required by
law.” From this language, consumers may conclude that embalming may be legally
required in their specific situation. In fact, no state requires that viewed bodies be
embalmed. Such requirements come only from funeral home policy. The FTC should
amend the disclosure for clarity by deleting the “special cases” language and changing
the first sentence of the disclosure to read: “Embalming is not required by law for
viewing the body. The disclosure should also emphasize that any purportedly
“mandatory” embalming is imposed by that specific funeral home, not the state.
Standardizing the formatting of the general price list. Without structure, funeral homes
can construct their Price List in such a way as to defeat the purpose of the Price List in
the first place. For example, the mandatory right-of-selection disclosure and itemized
Price List may appear only after pages of packaged funeral offerings, as is the case with
many funeral homes’ Price List. To prevent the circumvention of the spirit of the Rule,
the FTC should require that the right-of-selection disclosure be prominently displayed
and the itemized prices be listed in at least as clear and conspicuous a manner as the
package deals.
Publishing the names of noncompliant funeral homes. Another method of improving
compliance would be to publish the names of funeral homes that the Commission has
found to be violating the Rule. Doing so would increase the Funeral Rule’s deterrent
effect by increasing the cost of violation and causing funeral homes to re-think their costbenefit analysis of noncompliance. Moreover, publishing the names could reduce the
awkward effect of the FTC’s press releases, which announce the results of the
Commission’s sweep on a city-by-city basis,24 leaving local consumers aware of violators
in the area, but uninformed as to which businesses they should consider researching
further before entering into a business relationship with them.
*

*

*

The Funeral Rule is outdated and largely indifferent to the way consumers shop today. As
a result, it sets a necessary, but minimal floor. To achieve its intended purpose, the Rule
should be revised to require funeral service providers to post their Price List on their
website. Such Price Lists should be ordered in a straightforward fashion, disclose the true
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cost of cremation, and contain unambiguous disclosures. Such an update will be
minimally burdensome to funeral service providers, but incredibly beneficial to both
consumers and the FTC.
Very truly yours,

Bonnie Patten
Laura Smith
Michael J. Springer
Truth in Advertising, Inc.
P.O. Box 927
Madison, CT 06443
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